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Project Title: Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
I want to build a multiple page website about Harry Potter, specifically Hogwarts and its houses.
It would be good for there to be a navigation bar at the top, with buttons for each house.
Hogwarts is kind of mysterious, as it’s a castle and many pictures are at night, so probably a
darker color scheme like dark grey or similar would work well for the background.
-

Overview/home page
- Overview of Harry Potter and what Hogwarts is;
- Section below describing arrival on the Hogwarts Express through Platform
9&3/4 to the Sorting hat ceremony

Separate pages for each house in their colors describing their values, with a section for
famous characters, etc.
-

-

-

Gryffindor
- values courage, bravery, nerve, and chivalry
- mascot is the lion
- colors are scarlet red and gold
- Famous characters:
- Harry Potter
- Hermione Granger
- Ron Weasley
- Dumbledore
- Neville Longbottom
- Ginny Weasley
Hufflepuff
- values hard work, patience, justice, and loyalty
- The house mascot is the badger
- Colors are canary yellow and black
- Famous characters:
- Cedric Diggory
Ravenclaw
- values intelligence, learning, wisdom and wit
- The house mascot is an eagle
- colors are blue and bronze
- Famous characters
- Luna Lovegood
- Cho Chang

-

-

-

Slytherin
- values ambition, cunning, leadership, and resourcefulness; will do anything to get
their way
- mascot of Slytherin is the serpent
- colors are green and silver.
- Draco Malfoy
- Voldemort
- Severus Snape
Student life (can also ignore this section if it’s too much)
- 3 columns on a student life page for each of these
- Daily life (great hall, food, discipline)
- Quidditch
- Classes
- Transfiguration
- Defense against the dark arts
- Charms
- Potions
- Astronomy
- History of magic
- Herbology
- Divination
- Care of magical creatures
- Exams:
- OWLs & NEWTs
Sources
- Sources for wikipedia, photography, and other references

